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229 IN FAMILIAR DECAYS, A WHIFF OF NEW PHYSICS
Deviations in B meson decays provide hints of new particles at the Large Hadron Collider  By A. Cho

230 EARLY ANIMAL FOSSILS AT RISK
Mining operation in China threatens fossils and embryos that may be the oldest known animals  By K. McLaughlin

231 A MOONSHOT FOR CHEMISTRY
Proposal to automate the synthesis of natural product molecules could be a boon for drug discovery  By R. Service

232 A NEW NEGLECTED CROP: CANNABIS
As marijuana acceptance grows, researchers begin to find out the basics of a plant cultivated since ancient times  By E. Pennisi

233 SOCIETY LABELS HARASSMENT AS RESEARCH MISCONDUCT
Geophysicists’ plan to merge harassment with traditional forms of misconduct is unwise, critics say  By M. Kuo

234 SCIENTISTS HOPE RISKY WINTER VOYAGE YIELDS Icy REWARDS
Expedition aims to discover why sea ice in Antarctica is expanding as Arctic packs shrink  By W. Cornwall
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236 LORD OF THE RINGS
A giant ring laser, sensitive to the spin of the planet and the twist of earthquakes, will open new windows in earth science  By E. Hand
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240 SAM TING’S LAST TEASE
How the physicist’s aging space magnet, in a final flourish, may have trapped heavy antimatter  By J. Sokol
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245 OXIDATION AT THE ATOMIC SCALE
X-ray scattering and molecular dynamics follow the rusting of iron nanoparticles in three dimensions.  By D. Cadavid and A. Cabot
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246 LASERS EXPOSE HIDDEN ELECTRONIC ORDER
An exotic metallic phase of matter is revealed in a correlated electron system.  By J. S. Dodge
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247 Biased inheritance protects older bacteria from harm
Asymmetric distribution of an efflux pump makes older bacteria less sensitive to antibiotics.  By T. C. Barrett et al.
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248 Rewiring metabolism under oxygen deprivation
Naked mole-rats evolved a means to cope with anoxia.  By J. F. Storz and G. B. McClelland
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250 Decoding hormones for stem cell niche
Stromal cells in the mammary gland enable stem cells to respond to hormones.  By C. Robertson
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275 Beyond the roots of human inaction: Fostering collective effort toward ecosystem conservation  E. Amel et al.
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Remnant of the Atlantic Forest system near Iguazu National Park in Brazil. Agriculture is increasingly replacing natural environments, a pattern that reduces diversity and threatens the stability of the ecosystems upon which all life depends. For more on “ecosystem Earth” stressors and possible solutions, see the special section beginning on page 258. Photo: © Frans Lanting
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